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SUBJECT: THE SETTING FOR ETHIOPIA'S LEFTWARD LURCH

1. EMBASSY WILL BE ATTEMPTING IN OTHER MESSAGES TO MAKE SENSE OF DEVELOPMENTS IN ETHIOPIA IN PAST FEW WEEKS, AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR US POLICY. THIS MESSAGE TRIES TO OUTLINE, IN OVERSIMPLIFIED TERMS, SOME OF THE MAJOR BACKGROUND ELEMENTS AGAINST WHICH FUTURE REPORTING CAN BE VIEWED.

2. THE REVOLUTION THAT BEGAN OVER TWO YEARS AGO HAS PRODUCED A NUMBER OF DESIRABLE CHANGES -- LAND REFORM; BETTER USE OF TRAINED MANPOWER; REDISTRIBUTION OF INCOME IN FAVOR OF LOW INCOME GROUPS; ATTEMPTS TO EXTEND GOV'T SERVICES MORE WIDELY, ESPECIALLY TO THE RURAL AREAS; THE BEGINNINGS OF LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF PEASANT ASSOCIATIONS AND URBAN ORGANIZATIONS, ETC. HIGH COFFEE PRICES, A GOOD GRAIN HARVEST, AND COMPETENT MANAGEMENT OF NATIONALIZED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES HAVE MINIMIZED ECONOMIC STRESSES. ALTHOUGH RISING PRICES HAVE REDUCED THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS THAT POORER PEOPLE MIGHT OTHERWISE HAVE EXPERIENCED, THIS GOV'T HAS NEVERTHELESS IMPROVED THEIR MATERIAL WELFARE, IN SOME CASES TO A SUBSTANTIAL DEGREE.

3. THE ABSENCE OF STRONG, CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP, HOWEVER, HAS HAD THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF WEAKENING THE WHOLE FABRIC OF SOCIETY, CAUSING INCREASING DISSENSIONS AND UNDERMINING UNITY AND MUTUAL CONFIDENCE. RULING JUNTA (DIRG), ORIGINALLY 120 MEMBERS Elected BY MILITARY UNITS, FINDS ITSELF UNABLE TO AGREE ON NEXT STEPS, EXCEPT FOR VAGUE EGALITARIAN "SOCIALIST" GOALS. DIRG TIES WITH, AND RESPONSIVENESS TO, PARENT UNITS ARE INCREASINGLY STRAINED, TO POINT WHERE MOST DIRG MEMBERS DO NOT DARE TO RETURN TO UNITS. A SERIOUS SELF-EXAMINATION WITHIN DIRG WAS SPARKED LAST OCTOBER BY ENLISTED MEN (WHO FORM MAJORITY OF DIRG) ATTACKING DIRG LEADERS FOR FAILING TO ACHIEVE POPULAR SUPPORT. OTHERS CONTED THAT THE PROBLEM WAS MORE TRIBAL-BASED WITH MAJ. MENGISTU AND HIS GALLA IDEOLOGUES JOCKEYING FOR POWER AGAINST LTCOL ATNAFU AND HIS AMHARA/TIGRE FACTION. THAT DISCUSSION DID NOT PRODUCE ANY CONSENSUS ON WHAT TO DO, BRINGING INSTEAD INCREASED DISARRAY.
IN DIRG AND A SENSE OF HELPLESSNESS THAT HAS ENABLED FIRST V/CHAIRMAN MENGISTU TO EMERGE AS PRIMUS INTER PARES AND TO ACHIEVE AT LEAST PASSIVE DIRG ACQUIESCENCE IN PRESENT INNOVATIONS. HIS NEW MOVES SEEM GROUPED UNDER TWO CATEGORIES:

A. TO SHARE POWER WITH LEFTIST INTELLECTUALS, IN A BID FOR THE SUPPORT OF STUDENTS AND, TRADE UNIONISTS, AND ALSO THROUGH A SHARP MEDIA TILT TOWARD SOVS, EAST EUROPEANS, AND CHINESE TO TRY FOR THEIR SUPPORT, ESPECIALLY SOV RESTRAINT ON SOMALIS.

B. TO FOSTER UNIFIED POPULAR SENTIMENTS AND TO PLACATE MILITARY DISCONTENTS OVER ERITREAN WAR BY FANNING HISTORICAL FEAR OF ARAB/MOSLEM PRESSURES, AND ATTEMPTING TO RAISE LARGELY AMHARA AND SOME CO-OPTED GALLAS IN A "PEOPLES ARMY" TO GO TO ERITREA TO DISPLACE AND/OR EXTERMINATE ERITREANS, THUS ACHIEVING "FINAL SOLUTION" OF PROBLEM.

4. BOTH MOVES APPEAR MORE DEMAGOGIC THAN RATIONAL AND NEITHER SEEMS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING THE INTENDED RESULTS. HOWEVER, BOTH ARE STILL IN PROCESS OF UNFOLDING, AND DETAILED ASSESSMENTS MUST WAIT MORE FACTS.

5. WHAT CONCERNS US NOW IS THE VISIBLE SOCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL DISARRAY IN ETHIOPIA WHERE THESE DISPARATE MOVES BY A SMALL CLIQUE COULD HAVE DISASTROUS RESULTS. AS HAS BEEN THE CASE IN REVOLUTIONS IN OTHER TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES, THIS ONE IS NOW (TEMPORARILY WE HOPE) IN THE HANDS OF A FEW HUNDRED LEFTIST PSEUDOGILOGISTS WHO SEEM BENT ON DESTROYING FIRST AND BUILDING LATER. THEY ARE TRYING BY "MASS ACTION", MOSTLY IN THE LARGE TOWNS, TO ACHIEVE ALMOST OVERNIGHT THE "SOCIALIST MODERNIZATION" OF A HIGHLY TRADITIONAL, RURAL-BASED SOCIETY THAT DOESN'T UNDERSTAND THEM, AND THAT THEY DON'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND OR VALUE. A YEAR AND A HALF AGO THE DIRG PROBABLY INTENDED TO EMBARK ON A PERIOD OF SOCIALIST POLITICAL TUTELAGE THAT WOULD LEAD TO A CONSENSUS ON APPROPRIATE STEPS TOWARD SOCIALIST GOALS. HAVING FAILED THROUGH DISSENSION AND INEPTITUDE, THE DIRG NOW ALLOWS THE MOST VOCAL URBAN ELEMENTS TO SEEK QUICK AND RADICAL SOLUTIONS TO ETHIOPIA'S COMPLICATED PROBLEMS.

THE GENUINE IDEALISTIC GOAL OF BETTERING THE LIFE OF THE POORER PEOPLE STILL REMAINS, BUT THE MEANS NOW BEING CHOSEN ARE NOT LIKELY TO ACHIEVE THAT GOAL.

6. BOTH THE PROBLEMS AND THE ATTEMPTED SOLUTIONS ARE CAUSING SIGNIFICANT SCHISMS AND TENSIONS.

A. THERE ARE SERIOUS DISAGREEMENTS WITHIN THE MILITARY ITSELF, WHERE THE REVOLUTION HAS BEEN FROM THE BOTTOM RATHER THAN THE TOP, DISCIPLINE IS INCREASINGLY POOR, A LARGE NUMBER OF OFFICERS HAVE BEEN RETIRED, AND UNEDUCATED ENLISTED GROUPS OFTEN MAKE THEIR OWN DECISIONS ON WHETHER TO OBEY ORDERS. POLITICS IS LESS A FACTOR THAN PRACTICAL GRIEVANCES (INCLUDING COMBAT IN ERITREA), BUT THE RESULT IS THAT ARMY UNITY CONTINUES TO ERODE.
B. Potentially dangerous tensions between Amharas and Gallas have intensified, within the military, in govt, and in the countryside.

Magis are saying, with some justification, that there is a disproportionate number of Gallas in high places including among the leading leftist ideologues, that too many Gallas are being selected for choice jobs through favoritism, that this is the Gallas who have been chief beneficiaries of land reform through ousting of Amhara landlords in the south, and that Gallas are now trying to exploit Amhara-Araba conflict in Eritrea to consolidate their ascendancy. The argument is made that previous gradual approach to revolution benefited the Amhara-centered coalition, while present radical lines led by Gallas including Mengistu and the ideologues would promote Galla ascendancy. These tribal antagonisms are reflected in underground leftist groups -- "Voice of the Masses" being widely perceived as Galla, and EPRP/Democracia as Amhara-Tigre. In reality, neither Gallas nor Amharas are at all unified behind any ideology, but the above tribalist perceptions could be more important than objective facts.

C. The bureaucracy, the chief reservoir of management talent and education -- initially well-disposed toward the revolution -- increasingly finds itself the target of leftist vituperation, economic and political discrimination, and feels threatened by the govt. Most members of this essential class have already lost heavily through nationalizations of land and housing.

D. The "progressive" elements -- teachers, students, trade unionists -- have utterly failed to coalesce around any constructive program, being united only in their desire to see the current DIRG leadership ousted, a wish they express by demands for free speech and a civilian govt. Parochial demands cut across ideologies: the trade unionists, already much better off than most of the population, want more money and shorter hours; many students want automatic passes without examinations. Many older students in the Zemacha program, abetted by intellectuals, want simplistic and extreme measures including genuine class warfare and the liquidation of reactionaries. The "free speech" columns of newspapers in recent weeks, and the abortive day of free demonstrations April 22, produced more disunity than ever, with radical factions attacking other radicals, including especially V/Chairman Mengistu.

7. We venture no predictions at this time. Moderates everywhere -- in the military, in govt, in the countryside -- seem paralyzed. We feel instinctively that the more traditional and rational forces in this society, which after all have very
DEEP ROOTS, WILL EVENTUALLY EXERT A BRAKING EFFECT ON THE SMALL URBAN GROUP OF SELF-APPOINTED RADICAL LEADERS. WHEN AND IF THIS COMES ABOUT, THE MEANS OF ITS COMING COULD BE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE FACT; A CONSERVATIVE COUP BY A SEGMENT OF THE MILITARY COULD TRIGGER AN INTRA-ARMY CIVIL WAR THAT THE DISARRAY WITHIN THE MILITARY WOULD EXACERBATE. OR, THE EXCESSES OF TIA RADICALS COULD SERVE TO UNIFY THE MILITARY AND THE BUREAUCRACY BEHIND MORE MODERATE POLICIES. HOWEVER, A LOSS OF MUTUAL CONFIDENCE, NEVER VERY HIGH IN THIS SOCIETY, AND THE LACK OF THE STRONG LEADERSHIP TO WHICH THE COUNTRY IS ACCUSTOMED, DO NOT GIVE CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM. WE REMIND OURSELVES THAT EPMG RHETORIC HAS ALWAYS BEEN MORE ALARMING THAN ITS ACTIONS. BUT IN THE INCREASE IN STRESSES ON THE SOCIETY WE SEE SUBSTANTIAL DANGERS.
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